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ABSTRACT

This study asks employees in the United States and Mexico their perceived feeling of job satisfaction with their employment across service and production industries. The results show unexpected dissimilarities and similarities in the employee responses. Hypotheses based on Hofstede’s Individualism (IDV) predicted cultural differences in the two countries would result in a higher perception of workplace satisfaction from employees in the United States than those in Mexico.
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INTRODUCTION

Workplace satisfaction issues has been an important issue to American managers for many years and has now become an international business concern as the economies of different countries become more entwined in the global economy. The economic trade agreements between Mexico and the United States stimulate cross-cultural attention to labor standards and job satisfaction issues. Formally defined, job satisfaction is the degree or extent that the worker feels either positive or negative about their working conditions.

Managers must be astute at recognizing job satisfaction among their employees by observing what they do at work as well as what they say about the job. Dissatisfied workers are more likely than satisfied workers to leave their job (Staw, 1980).

A person's decision to remain with the organization is influenced by job satisfaction as well as influencing absenteeism, failure to attend work, or leave the job entirely. The question of job satisfaction and performance has been a long-time debatable issue: satisfaction causes performance, performance causes satisfaction, and rewards are caused by satisfaction and performance (Green, 1985). After reviewing many published articles, there seems to be very little correlation between satisfaction and performance (Iaffaldano, 1985). Evidence suggest that possibly rewards cause satisfaction not performance (Caudron, 2001). The idea proposed that keeping employees happy just may “be the path of least resistance” (Caudron, 2001). The tendency for managers is to believe that satisfied employees are the productive employees (Fisher, 2003).

MANAGEMENT THEORY

With the following series of management theories evolving in the United States the view of the employee in the workplace has changed greatly in the past century. At the turn of the last century, with the growth of industrialization in United States, most management views where toward productivity and little or no concern for the employee. In 1911, Frederick Taylor developed the “Scientific Management Theory” with the sole purpose of increasing productivity. Taylor's theory was based on specific measurements and stop watch control of the activities of the worker. The translation of Henry Fayol’s “General and Industrial Management” from French to English in 1916 set the view of management as being specific administrative steps. The basic difference between Taylor and
Fayol’s thoughts on management was Taylor reviewed the organization from the bottom and Fayol view it from the top (George, 1968). Max Weber *embellished* the views of Frederick Taylor with his theory of bureaucracy and the division of management into hierarchy positions insisting upon strong lines of authority and control. With the forming of strong unions in the 1930s and the support of the government, theories began to change to the Human Relations Movement. “Theory X and Theory Y” by McGregor in the 1960s and Elton Mayo’s Hawthorn experiment changed the idea that the worker was no longer a commodity but a very integral part of production (George, 1968).

**SATISFACTION AT WORK**

Frederick Taylor introduced the idea and referred to the worker as an economic man. He introduced a minimum wage and payment for piecework. The idea that the only motivator or satisfier for the worker was money or a higher wage was held at that time (Taylor, 1911). Henry L. Gantt followed up on Frederick Taylor’s idea that money was a motivator and proposed a minimum wage. Although he was ahead of his time, he advocated the importance of the human being at work. He did not speak of job satisfaction; he was a forerunner of the human relations movement (Gantt, 1913). The idea of the importance of the human being at work carried through to the Human Relations Movement and for years most of the research was on the motivation by money. The more money a worker earned the more satisfied the worker would be; therefore, the universal extrinsic reward is compensation (Beatty, 2004).

Business expenses attributed to labor amounts to about two thirds of the total operating expense (Cooper, 2001). Many instruments were designed to measure job satisfaction: focus groups, questionnaires, analytical computer programs (Wimmer, 1992). Two of the more common questionnaires are Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) and the Job Descriptive Index (JDI).

The idea proposed by the early writers argued that money was a big motivator and satisfier of the working individual. A fallacy of tying take-home pay to having satisfaction on a job could be argued in compare a single wage rates in Mexico with those of the US worker. The average take-home pay of the US worker would be $21.97 as compared to a Mexican worker, who earns on an average of $2.48 (BLS, 2005). There must be a cultural or value perspective in comparing take-home pay for the US worker as compared to the Mexican worker. There are non-financial motivators or satisfiers of having control of your work, having input on the decisions of your work, and having honest and trustworthy supervisors (Pethokoukis, 2006). A study in the late 1990s of 3,351 US employees found that workplace support from the supervisor was the most important factor affecting job satisfaction (Hicks, 1998).

The following have been identified as barriers to advancement in employment: education, ethnicity, disability, age, and gender, had been identified in Mexico and United States. This type of situation in employment practices leads to the denial of access to employment; lower pay, arbitrary termination, and lack of opportunities for advancement, all are factors in job dissatisfaction. The age of the workers also have an influence on the satisfaction of a job. The average working age in Mexico (stating at age 15-24 for males and 25-34 for females) is lower than in the United States(25-34 for males and 35-44 for females) (Wagman, 2004). NAFTA, (US, Canada, and Mexico) trade group has been having debates on controlling Mexico’s Child Labor laws (Bachman, 1997). Midlife crisis or burnout is the state of exhaustion brought on by responsibilities from work and stressors involved in tedious working conditions. In the United States the midlife crisis that affects job satisfaction was assumed to be around the age of 50 and has been reported as occurring earlier at the age of 44 years (ABC, 2008).

Most studies of workplace dissatisfaction focus on disparities in numerical representation of demographics. These provide valuable measures of existing conditions. This study, however, asks employees in the United States and in Mexico if they perceive workplace work satisfaction and to what level. Hofstede’s theories of cultural dimensions support an expectation of greater awareness of workplace satisfaction by employees in the United States than in Mexico.
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Hofstede’s theories of cultural differences guide this examination. Specifically, Hofstede’s ratings of the Individualism (IDV) for each country support predictions of differences in employee perceptions of their job satisfaction and the opportunities phenomena. As defined on Hofstede’s current website (n.d.), Individualism (IDV) focuses on the degree of collectivism or the degree that people are interrelated in their culture or group and on the opposite side the individualist has concern for themselves (Hofstede, 2004). In accordance with Hofstede’s IDV’s, Mexican employees (30% IDV) would not have as high expectations for equal opportunities as United States employees (91% IDV). This difference leads to the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis # 1

Employees in the United States service companies will report a higher perception of job satisfaction than employees in Mexican service companies.

Hypothesis # 2

Employees in the United States production industries will report a higher perception of job satisfaction than Mexican employees in production industries.

To answer these questions, employees in the United States and in Mexico, employed in a variety of sizes and types of production and service industries, were surveyed about perceptions of job satisfaction.

METHODOLOGY

In the United States, 273 surveys were collected; 181 were collected in South Texas and 92 in Kansas. There were 181 surveys collected in Mexico. The total number of respondents was 454. The gender distribution between the two groups was balanced with 139 male and 134 female U.S. respondents and 90 male and 91 female Mexican respondents.

A survey with yes or no response options was developed and translated into Spanish to solicit employee perceptions of several workplace issues. Permission was gained from management prior to conducting the onsite surveys; participation was voluntary and a cover letter assured anonymity and provided for informed consent of the respondents. The surveys were conducted by five graduate students under the direction of Dr. George R. Wagman, Professor of Management, in the College of Business Administration of Texas A&M University-Kingsville. The survey was conducted in four separate regions: the states of Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon in Mexico from the cities of Matamoros and Monterrey and in the United States, Kansas and Texas.

Respondents were asked for demographic information and several yes or no response survey questions. One question sought employee perceptions of satisfaction in the workplace through the use of a Likert scale, which ask levels of satisfaction at 5 levels: (very good, good, fair, poor, and very poor). Other questions gave a second variable that of being a service or production industry.

RESULTS

A two-way contingency table analysis was conducted on both US and Mexico employee data to evaluate whether a statistically significant relationship exists between job satisfaction and business classification. The two variables were job satisfaction with five category levels (very good, good, fair, poor, and very poor) and business classification with two category levels (service and production) as seen below.
For US employees, job satisfaction and service or production were found to be significantly related, Pearson $\chi^2 (4, N = 270) = 12.57, p = .014$, Cramér’s $V = .216$. As indicated in Figure 1, the proportion of service and production employees who reported “very good” job satisfaction were .25 and .16 respectively. Those who reported “good” satisfaction made up .47 and .36, and employees reporting “fair” were .24 and .46 for service and production respectively. For the US, it appears that service employees reported higher levels of job satisfaction than did production employees.

The following figure shows the statistically significant relationship with Mexican employees in relation to job satisfaction and business classification as seen by the figure below.

Figure 1: Job Satisfaction and Service or Production for U.S. Employees

Figure 2: Job Satisfaction and Service or Production for Mexican Employees
For Mexico employees, job satisfaction and service or production were also found to be significantly related, Pearson $\chi^2 (2, N = 266) = 12.85, p = .002$, Cramér’s $V = .220$. Figure 2 indicates that the proportion of service and production employees who reported “very good” job satisfaction were .74 and .91 respectively. Those who reported “good” satisfaction made up .25 and .08 for service and production employees. Unlike the US, in Mexico it appears that production employees have higher levels of job satisfaction than do employees from service businesses.

**DISCUSSION**

**Hypothesis # 1**

Employees in the United States service companies will report a higher perception of job satisfaction than employees in Mexican service companies.

The first hypothesis was not supported by the data. In the categories of service the employees in the United States only accounted for 0.25% as compared to employees in Mexico, who made 0.74% of their respective groups to be “very satisfied” with their jobs.

**Hypothesis # 2**

Employees in the United States production industries will report a higher perception of job satisfaction than Mexican employees in production industries.

The second hypothesis was not supported by the data. In the categories of production the employees in the United States only accounted for 0.16% as compared to employees in Mexico who made 0.91% of their respective groups to be “very satisfied” with their jobs.

To answer these questions, employees in the United States and in Mexico, employed in a variety of sizes and types of production and service industries were surveyed about perceptions of job satisfaction. The employees in Mexico in both categories (service and production) reported higher or “very satisfied” with their jobs.

**LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

Analysis of additional demographic indicators including age and ethnicity might contribute to understanding the similarities of perceptions. Future examinations might explore differences in types of workplace, i.e. large or small, service or production, and government or private sectors. Job satisfaction and personal perception of promotion opportunities could also influence views of workplace treatment.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The issue of family and that of an extended family, work groups, and friends tie the Mexican culture together. The individualistic feeling held by Americans sets them apart and gives them the perspective that they must look out for themselves. This could be a century old idea set in motion by Horace Greely, when he wrote in the New York Times, “Go west young men and strike out for yourselves.”

This study initiated an examination of workplace discrimination from the employee’s perspective rather than the standard measurements of representation and salary attainment. These results imply that management must address perceptions of discrimination as well as actual representation and pay disparities.

The cultural differences predicted by Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory were not sustained by the data collected in this study. Employees in both Mexico and the United States indicate that less than half believe there is workplace discrimination based on gender, age, or ethnicity. However, the 43% of U.S. and Mexican employees who do perceive workplace discrimination is a substantial number and warrants examination. Issues of gender, age,
and ethnic discrimination in the workplace warrant further examination from the employee perspective. Hofstede’s theories of cultural differences guided this examination of employees in both Mexico and the United States. Specifically, Hofstede’s ratings of the Individualism (IDV) for each country support predictions of differences in employee perceptions of their job satisfaction and the opportunities phenomena.
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**Figure 4**: Comparison of U.S. and Mexico on all Cultural Dimensions. (Geert, n.d.).

**SUBORDINATE EXPECTATIONS**

Diaz-Saenz and Witherspoon’s (2004) study suggests great influence of the Mexican culture on the cultures of work organizations, and the evolution of communities within them.

Latin American subordinates would have the following expectations about their work environment if sense of community would take place:

(a) Sense of community would take place when affective ties among work members are promoted.
(b) Affective ties would continue outside the workplace.
(c) Sense of community would occur if legitimate groups are formed within the organization.
(d) Family and religion would be considered by organization’s Human Resources practices.
(e) Organizational members need perceive the roles of family members portrayed within peers or superiors in order to encourage member integration and participation (Diaz-Saenz & Witherspoon, 2004).

Issues of gender and age in the workplace warrant further examination from the employee perspective.
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